
Key Facts
JetBrains YouTrack is an intelligent, keyboard-centric Agile issue tracker and project 
management tool. It helps software developers perform most of their issue-handling 
tasks with two simple, keyboard-driven controls: a search box and a command window.

In YouTrack search box, you enter Google-like search queries aided by suggestions 
and highlighting. This lets you find or filter out any subset of issues in no time, 
concentrating on the task at hand.

Powerful YouTrack commands help you modify multiple issues simultaneously. For 
example, you can mark 10 issues as being in progress, raise their priority, and specify 
a product version that they affect — instantly.

Agile Project management in YouTrack is designed to help teams plan, visualize and 
manage their work in an efficient manner, with support for both Scrum and Kanban 
methodologies.

Key Benefits
Commands protect YouTrack from UI bloating, efficiently replacing zillions of 
buttons, dropdowns and checkboxes with a compact, flexible issue modification 
tool. Command syntax is similar to that of YouTrack search queries, so you can 
familiarize yourself with both very easily.
The set of issue attributes along with their values is completely customizable in 
YouTrack. You can define your own set of issue attributes for every project: Define 
your own set of issue States, add Severity, set Assignee field to be a multi-selection 
field, and much more.
You can also create custom workflows to define the lifecycle of your issues based 
on your specific process needs. With customizable workflow and customizable 
attributes, you have the power to create the issue tracking process.

Key Features
• Agile project management. Scrum and Kanban boards. Backlog management. 

Burndown and Cumulative charts. Multiple projects on the board. Multiple boards. 
• Powerful Customization. Custom attributes, customizable workflows and 

powerful YouTrack REST API.
• Keyboard-centric. Simple keyboard shortcuts for creating, editing, and navigating 

between issues. 
• Time management. Add work items, summarize time spent on a feature, create 

time reports.
• Localization. YouTrack localized to English, French, German, Russian and Spanish. 

Custom localizations are also available.
• Mailbox integration for submitting issues and receiving updates via e-mail. 

Custom notification templates.
• Jabber bot for applying commands and get issue details directly from your Jabber 

client by chatting with YouTrack.
• Integration with JetBrains products: Intellij IDEA, TeamCity, PhpStorm, PyCharm, 

WebStorm, RubyMine, and MPS.
• Integration with LDAP, and OpenID for easier access control.
• Integration with VCSs through TeamCity and native GitHub integration.
• Integration with JIRA and Zendesk.
• Integration with TestLink and TestRail.
• Import existing projects from any bug tracker.
• Mobile UI for accessing and handling issues from a mobile device.
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For more information, see http://www.jetbrains.com/youtrack/
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The Agile Issue Tracking and Project Tracking Tool

“Everyone at MindTouch 
loves YouTrack! Being this 
productive was simply not 
possible before. It’s been the 
most successful technology 
roll-out in the company 
since Salesforce! Keep up 
the great work (especially 
on the API side)!” 

Steve Bjorg,
Founder and Chief Technology 
Officer, MindTouch


